
Characters D6 / Pyke Traveller

Name: Pyke Traveller

Species: Pyke

Gender: Male

Eye color: Black

Skin color: Light blue and beige

Move: 10

DEXTERITY 2D

            Blaster: 4D+2

            Dodge: 4D+1

            Brawling Parry: 3D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

            Bureaucracy: 4D+2

            Business: 5D+1

            Intimidation: 3D+1

            Languages: 4D+2

            Streetwise: 5D+1

           Tactics: 4D+1

            Value: 4D+2

PERCEPTION 2D

            Bargain: 4D

            Command: 3D+2

            Con 4D+1

            Persuasion: 3D+2

            Search: 3D+1

STRENGTH 2D

            Brawling: 3D

MECHANICAL 2D

            Repulsorlift Operation: 4D

TECHNICAL 2D

            Computer Programming/Repair: 3D

            First Aid: 2D+2

            Security: 3D

Special Abilities:

         Unsettling Appearance: With small childlike faces upon normal sized heads, Pykes appearance is

unsettling to most other species in the galaxy, this gains them an additional +1D in all social skill rolls.

Story Factors:

         Untrustworthy: Whether from their appearance, or knowledge of the Pyke Syndicate, Pykes are not



trusted by the Galactic community, and will be viewed as potential conmen and criminals throughout the

galaxy.

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS - 1,500 Credits

                 Street Clothes, Comlink, Blaster Pistol (4D), Small Supply of Spice

FORCE SENSITIVE : N

FORCE POINTS 1

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 3

Description: A male Pyke traveler ran the transportation of sansanna spice on a Pyke Syndicate

repulsortrain at the planet Tatooine. Travelling through the Dune Sea, the Pykes conflicted with a Tusken

Raider tribe, prompting the Tuskens to launch a counterattack. The attack was successful and the

hovertrain was crashed, the traveler and his surviving comrades being captured. Boba Fett, a bounty

hunter living with the tribe, confronted the traveler and gave new terms to pass on to the syndicate before

making the Pykes walk across the Dune Sea for the settlement Anchorhead.

Biography

Around 4 ABY, the male Pyke worked for the Pyke Syndicate on the desert planet Tatooine. He ran the

transportation of sansanna spice aboard a repulsortrain which traveled across Tatooine's Dune Sea. The

hovertrain's presence came in conflict with the local Tusken Raiders, who laid ancestral claim upon the

Dune Sea, and Pyke guards open fired on one such tribe as they passed. However, the tribe began

preparing for a counterattack with the help of the bounty hunter Boba Fett. The tribe ambushed the Pyke

train when it passed, grounding the hover vehicle and killing many defending Pykes.

The Pyke traveler was among those Pykes who survived the attack, and he and his people were rounded

up by the Tusken tribe. Sitting before the group, Fett asked who the leader was. The traveler, looking at

his peers, walked up to the bounty hunter and removed his helmet, wondering if the tribe was going to kill

them. Looking for his own answers, Fett asked if the train was carrying spice, the Pyke pretending that he

didn't know what the bounty hunter meant until two Tuskens brought out a crate of sansanna spice. The

traveler instead insisted that his people were only trying to protect their route.

Fett set out new terms for the Pykes: they could only pass through the Dune Sea if they paid a toll and

any deaths caused by them would be returned ten-fold. Telling the traveler to pass on the terms to his

syndicate, the bounty hunter ordered the Pyke prisoners to walk in a single file in the direction of the

higher of the two suns, which could lead them to the settlement Anchorhead. The Pyke traveler believed

his people would be killed on the journey, but Fett assured them they were under the protection of the

Tusken Raiders. Althought the traveler still worried about thirst, the bounty hunter promised a black

melon for each of the Pykes as its milk could keep them hydrated. Fett thus advised the Pykes to leave,

and the group begun travelling.

Personality and traits



A Pyke male, the traveler had skin which faced from light blue to beige from top to bottom of his head. He

attempted to hide the motivations of his people, acting like he did not know what spice was and implying

that the Tusken Raiders were the aggressors. When Fett left the Pykes with a journey across the Dunes,

traveler showed doubt that his group would make it without protection and hydration, prompting further

favors from the bounty hunter.

Equipment

The traveler wore black and yellow robes with black gloves, black boots and a black helmet with an

orange metal faceshield. 
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